
reconline_CRS 
And your hotel is bookable with over 600’000 travel agents worldwide. 

HERE IS HOW reconline_CRS SUPPORTS YOUR GDS DISTRIBUTION 

Available on all channels: With reconline_CRS your hotel is bookable in the 
Globalen Distribution Systemen (GDS) Amadeus, Sabre, Galileo, Worldspan and 
Axess. 

You’re in full control: With our web-based Control Panel you always have access 
to your online offerings, including availability, pricing, hotel descriptions and pictures. 

Your Negotiated Rates are in good hands: Not only are we known for loading 
your company rates and/or consortia agreements really fast, we also make sure 
they’re setup properly. 

Reduce your GDS distribution costs: Request more information on our pricing 
models and how you can reduce your hotel’s GDS distribution cost. 

OVERVIEW 
 
With reconline_CRS your hotel is bookable in the Global 
Distribution Systems (GDS) Sabre, Amadeus, Travelport 
(Galileo, Worldspan) and Axess (Japan). All our inter-
faces support the latest standards (Seamless Next 
Generation) as well as industry best practice programs 
like ‘Total Pricing’ or ‘Rate Assured.’ 

FEATURES & BENEFITS 

SIMPLE, YET POWERFUL

With our web-based Control Panel you always have 
access to your online offerings, including availability, 
pricing, hotel descriptions and pictures. There is no 
software to install or manual handovers required from 
our side. Changes you make in our system are 
immediately updated in all connect distribution 
channels. 

CONSORTIA & COMPANY AGREEMENTS

Your ‘rate loading instructions’ for company rate agree-
ments are in good hands with us. Not only are we known 
for loading them really fast, we also make sure they’re 
setup properly. And we can also assist you in 

contracting Consortia agreements, including an 
interfaced third-party tool (Lanyon, Nexus) to automate 
the process. 

TRAVEL AGENT COMMISSION

With reconline_CRS you’re the one who defines how 
much commission you pay to travel agents (we 
recommend 10%). Our automated travel agent 
commmission payment processing makes sure, your 
travel agent partners receive your commission in a 
timely manner. 

GDS EXPERTS

Our team of GDS Distribution experts makes sure, that 
your content is setup correctly based on the require-
ments of each individual GDS system, and the 
presentation of your content actively promotes bookings. 
If required, we can also assist you in defining a proper 
pricing strategy for your hotel. 

INTERFACES: PMS / CHANNEL MANAGER

If you plan to integrate reconline_CRS into your current 
infrastructure, there are several interfaces for Front 
Office Solutions or Channel Managers available. 
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